The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

The Violations are based on reports provided by field workers and/or news sources.

The text is not quoted directly from the sources but is edited for clarity.

The daily report does not necessarily reflect ARIJ’s opinion.
Violations of the Israeli occupation Army


- A Palestinian worker was injured when Israeli occupation army (IOA) shot him near the Israeli Apartheid Wall, west of the town of Far’un in the Tulkarem Governorate, northern occupied West Bank. The IOA fired live rounds at an unidentified worker, as he was trying to pass through a gate in the Apartheid Wall, where Palestinian workers enter Israel. The worker was shot in the foot, and was deprived of medical assistance by Israeli troops. (IMEMC 11 May 2020)

- The Israeli occupation army (IOA) detained Palestinian journalist Anan Najib, a former detainee, after ransacking his home, in Beit Hanina town in Jerusalem. (IMEMC 11 May 2020)

- A Palestinian university student, and former prisoner, identified as Mohamed al-Namrouti, was detained by the Israeli occupation Army (IOA) from a military checkpoint in southern Nablus, northern occupied West Bank. (IMEMC 11 May 2020)

- For the fifth time in row, Israeli authorities extended, the imprisonment of a Palestinian teen from the West Bank city of Jenin, in the northern occupied West Bank. Family members of the teen detainee, Qassem Abu Bakr, 17, said that the Israeli military court of Salem, near Jenin, extended the detention of their son for five more days, without charges. Qassem, was sentenced to 18 months, in August of 2018, and has been imprisoned in the Jalama Israeli prison since he was detained from his home town of Ya’bad, southwest of Jenin city. (IMEMC 11 May 2020)
• Israeli military vehicles infiltrated the southern borders of the Gaza Strip east of Khan Yunis and razed land. Several army vehicles entered several meters into the Gaza Strip, razed land and placed dirt mounds while opening fire in the air before returning to the bases. (WAFA 11 May 2020)

• Two Palestinian young men suffered bullet injuries during clashes with the Israeli occupation Army (IOA) in al-Fawwar refugee camp, south of Hebron. Violent clashes took place at the main entrance to al-Fawwar camp, during which the IOA fired rubber and live bullets. One young man was injured by a live round and another by a rubber bullet during the events. (PALINFO 11 May 2020)

• The Israeli occupation Army (IOA) detained a Palestinian young man as he was trying to cross through the Huwara military checkpoint at the southern entrance to Nablus city. The IOA also shut down the checkpoint after detaining the young man, causing a heavy build-up of traffic in both directions of the road. (PALINFO 11 May 2020)

• The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) on Monday morning carried out a small-scale incursion into a border area in the south of the besieged Gaza Strip and attacked fishermen in Gaza waters. (PALINFO 11 May 2020)

• Two military bulldozers advanced a few meters into a border area in the east of Khuza’ah town in Khan Yunis, south of Gaza, and carried out bulldozing activities. During the incursion, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) opened fire sporadically towards cultivated plots of land to prevent farmers from approaching. Meanwhile, Israeli gunboats carried out a renewed shooting attack on Palestinian fishermen and their boats off the coast of Gaza. Luckily, no one was hurt in the attack. (PALINFO 11 May 2020)

• Israeli navy opened fire at Palestinian fishing boats off the northern coast of Gaza. The navy also confiscated one fishing boat and caused damage to nets of other boats during yesterday’s attack. (PALINFO 11 May 2020)

**Israeli Settler Violence**

• Israeli settlers stole seedlings and agricultural tools from a Palestinian plants nursery located on the Nablus-Tulkarm road in the north of the West Bank. Surveillance cameras documented settlers breaking into the nursery and stealing plants, pipes and other tools before running away. (WAFA 11 May 2020)
• Hordes of Israeli settlers on Monday raided Sebastia town north of the West Bank city of Nablus while escorted by armed Israeli forces. Dozens of Israeli settlers, guarded by heavily armed soldier, stormed the archaeological area of Sebastia. The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) threw a cordon around the site and prevented Palestinian residents from approaching the area. (PALINFO 11 May 2020)

Home Demolition & Demolition threats

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) ordered a halt on the construction of some 13 houses and a park in Nahalin town, located to the west of the southern West Bank city of Bethlehem. An Israeli military force and staff of the so-called Israeli Civil Administration raided the town, and handed notices to eight Palestinian villagers, ordering them to halt the construction of their houses, at least three of which are inhabited, purportedly for being built without licenses. The IOA also ordered a stop on the construction of a public park and retaining walls in the same town. (WAFA 11 May 2020)

• The Israeli occupation army (IOA) ordered a Palestinian farmer to stop construction of an agricultural structure in his land in Sahl al-Buqeiah, south of the Jordan Valley city of Tubas. The IOA broke into the village and ordered a local resident to stop the construction under the pretext he does not have a building permit. The area is classified as C, which is under full Israeli military rule and where Israel does not allow any Palestinian development. (WAFA 11 May 2020)

Israeli Closures

• The Israeli authorities extended its closure order for six more months of Palestine TV’s office in Jerusalem. Israel’s Public Security Minister Gilad Erdan, issued the order the first time six months ago, closing Palestine TV’s office in East Jerusalem and banning its staff from doing any work for the official TV station under the threat of arrest and paying fines. (WAFA 11 May 2020)